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the perfect time-out from everyday life
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sailing cruises
Experience the sea beneath full sails
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Dear Windjammer Friends,

2020 has presented us with exceptional challenges. 

However, at this special time it is also obvious that our 

long-standing concept of “small and fine” and “in harmony 

with nature” is more up to date than ever. Traveling with the 

wind, being out surrounded by fresh air, concentrating on 

the essentials – all this is in keeping with the present times 

and, from our perspective, will remain so. 
 

During the last few months, we have been working inten-

sively on the details of our restart. As before, we will 

continue to pursue our strategy of “reliability and safety” 

rather than “pressing on with our eyes firmly closed”, in 

order to be able to guarantee not only your safety as 

required but also your well-being on board.
 

Therefore we are very pleased to present you our voyages 

with Sea Cloud ii around the Canary Islands on the 

following pages. Together with you and hopefully a lot of tail 

wind, our windjammer will be back enroute in March.
 

We hope to be able to run the published program without 

any major restrictions. However, for the start of the season 

2021 and for your safety the current Covid-19 requirements 

have been taken into account.  This means that all port 

calls and excursions can take place as advertised according 

to the current status quo.
 

It's time for beautiful moments again.

Our crew is looking forward to you.
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For more than 40 years, we have been pursuing the principle of 
sustainable tourism.

Travelling with a small number of guests creates space for great things. Meeting people at eye-level in 
the countries you visit, experiencing cultures, appreciating regional values and creating added value for the 
region. This is pointing the way ahead because it is in keeping with the times.

 Sailing is what you and we focus on. So it goes without saying that we use every opportunity to hoist 
the sails and glide along just with the wind.

 When we need to start the engines, we use low-sulphur Marine diesel on all three windjammers. 
This is standard for us – even the Sea Cloud has been equipped with this propulsion technology right 
from the start.

 Small and fine – this also means calling at smaller ports off the busy cruise routes. With a 
maximum of 64 to 136 guests on board, we are always welcome there because we visit the people in 
the regions we travel to, rather than overtaxing them.

 Buy regionally; work with local, medium-sized agencies; pay fair prices:  We see ourselves as 
partners of our regional service providers, with whom we have built up a trusting cooperation over many 
years. Because we also want our sea voyages to be a benefit for the people in the regions we visit.

 Avoid plastics; reduce water consumption; protect the environment. With this in mind we operate 
our ships and continuously develop environmentally sound alternatives.

Enjoy the best days of the year Enjoy the best days of the year 

with a clear conscience and 

positive feeling.
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Please note: During the last few months, we have been working intensively on the requirements for our restart in spring 2021. Of 
course, we very much hope to be able to run the program as announced without any major restrictions. However, since further develop-
ments with regard to the pandemic are not foreseeable, we have worked out a prevention and hygiene concept for all the three ships. 
The details can be found on pages 14-15 or under www.seacloud.com.



Futuristic Lanzarote  

The symbiosis of surreal lava landscapes of Timanfaya 

National Park and colorful wind chimes and mosaics by the 

surrealist painter and architect César Manrique makes this 

island a synthesis of the arts. Lanzarote is an example of 

the imaginative and harmonious connection between man 

and nature without losing its cultural identity.

Landscapes of lava and nature:  
Fuerteventura, Lanzarote & La Gomera

Mystical La Gomera   

The 40 sq. km/15 sq. miles of Garajonay National Park, 

a UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site, make for a rare 

spot on earth: with its rippling river courses, waterfalls 

and dense moss growth, the national park in the heart of 

La Gomera appears like a relic of prehistoric times. Laurel 

trees and ferns two meters high form an evergreen cloud 

forest.
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Sun-spoiled  
Fuerteventura

Known among connoisseurs as “the 

beach”, Fuerteventura is a mecca for sun 

worshippers. A beach landscape of 150 

kilometers/93 miles surrounds the island. 

And water sports enthusiasts also get their 

money’s worth: here they find ideal wind 

and water conditions for wind and kite 

surfing.

“This climate of happi- 
ness, pure nature, and 
the incredible play of 
colors can only be found 
on the Canary Islands.”

Petra Zens  
lecturer & sailor,  
at home on Lanzarote
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Diverse Tenerife 

The largest island of the Canaries leaves nothing to be desired. 

The Teide National Park with the third-highest volcano on earth, 

meter-high lava tongues and bizarre rock formations, is part of the 

World Natural Heritage and a must for hiking enthusiasts. On its 

other side, the island features lively villages and towns with a long 

history, inviting you to stroll around and explore. 

The all-rounders: 
Gran Canaria & Tenerife
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Gran Canaria – the 
miniature continent

With its picturesque old town and the best 

town beach in Europe, the island's capital 

Las Palmas is a lively place to visit. In 

contrast, the south entices with a beautiful 

natural area of unique sand dune forma-

tions. For more than 150 years, the island 

has been offering new strength and vitality 

to those seeking relaxation. The center 

around the extinct volcano Pico de las 

Nieves surprises with a completely different 

atmosphere. Rising clouds, wafts of mist, 

lush valleys, deep canyons and mountain 

villages still remind of its origins.

“After my first call here 
with the SEA CLOUD,  
I knew that I wanted to 
live on Tenerife.”

Heike Diefenbach 
Cruise Director 
on the SEA CLOUDs, 
at home on Tenerife
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Nautics & navigation

Even more than on other ships, the focus on a windjam-
mer is traditionally on nautical and navigation issues. In our 
daily nautical lesson, we will provide background knowledge 
on wind calculation, chart reading or sailing basics. Beyond 
that, you are of course welcome to volunteer and actively 
support our crew in setting and striking the sails.

Living biosphere reserves

Barren lunar landscapes and lush forests with laurel forests 
thousands of years old are ideal places for nature lovers. 
On the Canaries, they alternate with long stretches of beach 
and dune landscapes. Ideal conditions and temperatures 
also make the Canary Islands a special habitat for whales 
and dolphins.

The Canary Islands in motion

PS lovers will be in their element on varied road trips. 
Rushing with a trike or a fully electronic twizzy through the 
volcanic landscape of Lanzarote; or racing on four wheels 
with buggy or jeep along the beach on the other islands – try 
it for yourself and become an adventurer!

The Canaries’ unique cultural mix

Deeply rooted, Canarian traditions and the culture of the 
indigenous people are closely related, and yet each island 
has its own heritage. The islanders still value and cultivate 
their traditions today. Get to know, among other things, the 
“Timple”, a typical string instrument on Lanzarote; or the 
whistling language El Silbo, which has been used on La 
Gomera for thousands of years and is unique in the world.

Atlantic Ocean

Program highlights

El Hierro

La Palma

Santa Cruz

San Sebastián Las Palmas

Puerto del Rosario

Arrecife
Lanzarote

Fuerteventura

Gran Canaria

Tenerife
La Gomera

A renowned lecturer will accompany your trips and give exciting talks on various specialist 
and destination topics.
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Sea Cloud ii

Cruise-only rates per person

Early 

booking 

discount 

until 

31 Jan. 21!

Las Palmas – Las Palmas   7 nights
17 Mar. to 24 Mar. 21 / SCII-21001 14 Apr. to 21 Apr. 21 / SCII-21005
24 Mar. to 31 Mar. 21 / SCII-21002 21 Apr. to 28 Apr. 21 / SCII-21006
31 Mar. to 07 Apr. 21 / SCII-21003 28 Apr. to 05 May 21 / SCII-21007
07 Apr. to 14 Apr. 21 / SCII-21004 05 Apr. to 12 May 21 / SCII-21008
Day 1 Las Palmas/Gran Canaria    22.00

Guests arrive individually in Las Palmas. 
Embarkation on the Sea Cloud ii.

Day 2 At Sea
Day 3 San Sebastián/La Gomera  08.00 18.00

Hike or whale watching: just as you please, enjoy the day in the 
Garajonay National Park* or on a boat tour* off the coast of La 
Gomera. Dolphins and whales cavort here, especially in spring.

Day 4 Santa Cruz/Tenerife    13.30 23.00
Tenerife is arguably the most versatile of the 7 island 
sisters. The species-rich flora and fauna and the bizarre 
lunar landscape of the mighty volcanic massif impress every 
visitor to Las Cañadas del Teide National Park*. You will 
experience a program of cultural contrasts when you visit 
the old and the new capital*. La Laguna fascinates with 
magnificent colonial buildings, Santa Cruz with the 
avant-garde auditorium of Calatrava. 

Day 5 At sea
Day 6 Arrecife/Lanzarote     08.00 23.00

Bizarre lava formations and black sand beaches contrast 
with bright white houses. See for yourself on a hike through 
Timanfaya National Park* or a ride on a fully electronic 
Twizzy*. The surrealist painter and architect César Manrique 
worked tirelessly to preserve the landscape and cultural 
identity of his home island. On a jeep tour across the 
island*, you will follow in his tracks.

Day 7  Puerto del Rosario/ Fuerteventura  08.00 13.30
Its 150 km/93 miles-long beach landscape is one of the 
most beautiful in Europe and also renowned as a windsur-
fing paradise and biosphere reserve. Snorkelers will be in 
their element on a catamaran trip*. Those with a sense of 
adventure can go on a jeep or trike tour*. 

8. Tag Las Palmas/Gran Canaria   07.00
 Disembarkation. Guests return home individually.

Itinerary subject to change! 

* These excursions are not included in the cruise-only rate.

For all cruises listed above, a minimum number of 40 passen-
gers is required.  

In the event that this minimum number of participants is not re-
ached, we reserve the right to withdraw from the travel contract 
latest 20 days before the respective start of the trip, for cruises of 
more than six nights.

Single surcharge: Category C-F: 50%, Category A+B: 100%
** Limited number of guaranteed cabins; allocation starts with Cat. F 

Note: In case we need to sail under Covid-19 conditions, specifi c cabins are 
not available for booking.

SCII-21001 to SCII-21008
if bookedCategory

by 31 Jan. 2021 from 01 Feb. 2021
GTY double cabin** € 3.595 € 3.795
 F   Upper-/lower-bed cabins € 3.895 € 4.095
 E   De luxe double-bed cabins € 4.535 € 4.735
 D   De luxe double-bed cabins € 5.045 € 5.245
 C   De luxe double-bed cabins € 5.355 € 5.555
 B   Junior suites € 6.345 € 6.545
 A   Luxury owner suites € 7.065 € 7.265
GTY single cabin** € 4.895 € 5.095
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Sea Cloud ii – 
classic, elegant, generous
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Plenty of room for 
discerning travellers

Four expansive decks, a lounge, library, 

fitness area and boutique as well as 

amenities like massages and cosmetics  

(at extra charge): The Sea Cloud ii 

offers plenty of freedom and diversity to  

at most 94 guests. Stylish to the very  

last detail, every area on board invites you 

to linger: In the light and airy restaurant, 

you dine on tables for four to eight; the 

sunny lido deck and the cosy lounge  

provide ample space for retreat as well  

as conviviality. On every new day, you  

will discover a different favorite haunt. 

“Our ships never fail 
to inspire me, even 
after so many years 
on board.”

Kathryn Whittaker 
Captain 
on the SEA CLOUD II
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Precaution for operation underPrecaution for operation under
Covid-19 conditions:
Our prevention and hygiene concept for your safety and well-being on 

board our windjammers

We have developed a comprehensive prevention and safety concept for resuming our sailing voyages in Spring 2021. 
The measures comply with the highest hygienic standards with regard to Covid-19 and are based among others on the 
guidelines of the ECDC (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control) and the EU Healthy Gateways, and were 
developed in close consultation with the senior ships’ medical team. Besides organization and hygiene measures, the 
plan also includes intensive training for the crew. 

Due to the distance and hygiene rules that have to be observed for your health protection, you will face certain res-
trictions during your journey. Most likely these restrictions will be subject to change over the next few months. The 
most recent development of vaccines and medications gives well-founded reason to hope for a return to the regular 
ship operation in 2021. However, since the course of events over time cannot be predicted, we will continuously adapt 
the following prevention and hygiene concept to further developments. You can fi nd the current status on our website 
www.seacloud.com.

Health check and Covid-19 test obligation for guests
Upon embarkation, all guests must present a Covid-19 test no more than 72 hours old, as well as a 
completed health questionnaire. Before embarkation on board, after every shore leave and daily on 
board, a contactless body temperature measurement will be taken. Embarkation is organized in small 
groups. The minimum distance must be observed, and a mouth-nose protection is required. Compliance 
with the prevention measures defined by Sea Cloud CruiSeS will be guaranteed by the terminal 
operators.

Regular health checks of the crew
Each crew member will undergo a comprehensive health check and Covid-19 test before starting an 
assignment. In addition, a temperature check will be performed once a day. All crew members are 
obliged to wear mouth-nose protection.

Reliable medical care on board
For the health management on board, a Health and Infection Officer is deployed in addition to the 
ship’s doctor. The wohle crew will intensively be trained on board in advanced prevention and hygiene 
measures and the early detection of Covid-19 symptoms. Should a Covid-19 suspicion arise during a 
cruise, the guest will be under close medical supervision until the next port of call. For this purpose, an 
appropriate quarantine station is maintained on board. 

100% fresh air in cabins and public areas
Fresh air also means clean air. Each cabin is supplied with fresh air directly from the outside. The venti-
lation is designed in such a way that the exhaust air cannot reach another cabin or other areas of the 
ship. Public areas are also supplied with 100% fresh air, which is discharged directly to the outside. In 
addition, the ventilation system is equipped with appropriate filters.
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Extensive technical hygiene equipment  
The ships are equipped with contactless body thermometers and Covid-19 test possibilities. The 
general rules of hygiene apply on board (hand hygiene, cough and sneeze etiquette, avoidance of 
facial contact). The number of disinfectant dispensers on board has been significantly increased so 
that guests and staff can disinfect their hands at all important contact points. Protective equipment 
such as disposable gloves and mouth-nose protection can be obtained at the reception desk upon 
request.

Intensive cleaning/disinfection of the cabins and all public areas 
A very high standard of hygiene applies to our fleet. Frequently touched surfaces such as door handles 
and stair railings are cleaned and disinfected with increased frequency. Cabin cleaning takes place 
twice a day. Before the arrival of new guests, all cabins/suites and all public areas are cleaned with a 
state-of-the-art disinfection process.

Reduced number of guests on board for distance control
The number of passengers on board will be reduced to such an extent that, in compliance with the 
distance rules (1.5 meters / 5 feet or transparent partitions), all guests can be seated at the same time. 
This allows all guests to enjoy relaxed dining together as usual on the Sea Cloud CruiSeS wind-
jammers. The lower number of passengers also guarantees the necessary distance in public areas. 
All guests must keep a distance of 1.5 meters / 5 feet. Excluded from this are persons traveling in 
the same cabin or belonging to a travel group. If a minimum distance of 1.5 meters / 5 feet to other 
travelers cannot be maintained, a mouth-nose protection is mandatory.

Our familiar culinary finesse, no self-service
The culinary quality and choice will remain untouched. There will however be no self-service in the 
restaurant, at the buffet or at the bar. The high number of employees will remain unchanged even with 
the reduced number of guests ensuring even more individual service and more resources for the imple-
mentation of hygiene measures.

On-board and shore program in smaller group sizes
Lectures or events will take place with a smaller number of participants and in compliance with the 
applicable distance and hygiene rules. It will also be possible to visit the SPA and fitness area or the 
hairdresser’s in compliance with the rules of hygiene and distance. Shore excursions will be organized 
in small groups. The excursion agencies comply with the same prevention and hygiene measures that 
apply on board. Individual shore excursions are currently not possible.

You find all updated measures for download here: www.seacloud.com  Version: November 2020

1,5 m
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Esindaja Eestis ja Baltimaades: Estravel AS
Saada oma päring selle kataloogi kohta: kruiis@kruiis.ee
Vaata ka muid häid kruiisipakkumisi: cruisecentre.ee 
Suhtle meie 24/7 klienditeenindusega: tel 6266 266

https://cruisecentre.ee/
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